
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Plato once said that music “is a more potent instrument than any other for education.” You will 

find many teachers of young people who would agree with him. Recent research has found that 

music uses both sides of the brain, a fact that makes it valuable in all areas of development.  

Countless studies have shown that music education improves academic achievement, builds 

communication skills, fosters creativity, develops teamwork and increases engagement in school. 

And we have two superior music programs at Catholic Central worthy of supporting.   
 

As a result of The Greatest Gift campaign, both our band and choir programs are receiving their 
own proper spaces to provide this important education.  Their unique rooms will be outfitted 
with proper acoustical elements, storage, digital conductor stations, and other elements of 
exemplary music programs.  "For many years, the instrumental and choral ensembles have 
shared the same space.  With our new expanded spaces, we have the opportunity to offer 
additional programming and be more creative with our music students,” says Ann Reinhard, 
Band Director.    
 

Music education provides students with an outlet in which they can express themselves by 
relating to the words, notes or instruments they are experiencing. Many students admit that 
music gives them a good feeling they carry with them throughout the day.  In fact, many 
contend music has incredible spiritual benefits as well. “We are very grateful for this campaign 
and all that it will do to enhance the arts at Catholic Central," adds Deacon Dennis Rybicki, Choir 
Director.   
 

Through The Greatest Gift campaign, we are taking bold steps in faith to sustain our legacy and 
remain a prominent and inclusive Catholic school for decades to come. Your gift helps make 



that future a possibility. You can read our case for support for more information, visit the 
campaign website for videos and more, or give now.   
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